
 

History 12 – Evidence Question Evaluation Sheet 
 

Specific repairs to note for future reference related to use of a document or documents 

 

Use of Evidence and Supporting Discussion  

   E1)   The document was bracketed without the main idea of the document established first, therefore no context related to    

                the application of the document was developed. 

E2)   Central idea/implied message of the document was not clearly identified or established so that the relevance of the  

             document to the rest of the answer was not provided. 

E3)   You merely referred to, quoted or described what the document stated but did not develop the central idea or message        

              implicit in the document or its relationship to the central question. 

E4)   You have listed documents together and so their individual relevance to question asked was unclear. Each document   

              has its own specific relevance to the question and needs its own separate integration into the analysis.  

E5)    Inaccurate interpretation of this document. Its relevance to the question asked has not been correctly identified. 

E6)    You made a logical point but failed to use a document that would have substantiated your analysis.  

E7)    Rather than describing the idea of the document (e.g. wrong way “In Document 2 the Soviets said. . . ”),  

              you need to indicate the idea that the document illustrates and then use the document to support the idea or 

              argument (eg. right way  “Political purges such as Show Trials transformed . . . as supported by Document 2”). 

E8)    Key words are missing that give context to the application of your evidence or supporting discussion.  

E9)    You have lost contact with the key command term and/or target words of this question ________________________  

              As a result, so your evidence and discussion does not address what the question is specifically asking. 

E10)  Weak use of language, grammar or diction have hindered the message you are trying to present here.  

 

                    General/Overall repairs needed to note for future reference related to use of documents 

 

Document use repairs needed: 

D1)   No documents were used, the challenge of the question was not met and so no marks can be awarded. 

D2)   Very few documents were used: ___, some but not enough were used: __  for support needed to achieve a higher score. 

D3)   The main ideas or implied ideas of the documents were inadequately interpreted at times: ____ or often: _____ 

D4)   You sometimes: _____ or often: ____ referred to or described what the documents were saying but did not establish  

              the main ideas and their relevance to the question asked. 

D5)   You sometimes: ____ or often: _____ simply quoted portions of the document without establishing the documents’  

               central idea or its relationship to the question that was asked. 

D6)   Connecting words linking the document to main ideas were not used enough (e.g. supported by, indicated within, 

                illustrated by, shown by, corroborated by . . .). 

 

Other general repairs needed: 

D7)      Other historical evidence was not given:____, sparsely given: ____ or more was needed for a higher score: ____. 

D8)      For other historical evidence, you sometimes ______ or often ______ narrated events rather than connecting the  

                 evidence to the central question. 

D9)      Main ideas were not established clearly so that the supporting commentary had no context. 

D10)    Sometimes ____ or often______ factual evidence attempted had little relevance to the question’s central idea 

D11)    Some evidence attempted was incorrectly applied____ or was simply erroneous_____  

D12)   The central idea or key idea of the question ________________________was overlooked or not addressed enough. 

D13)   Analysis was incomplete at times _____ or often _______ As a result, more details were needed to develop clarity 

               and substance in your answer. 

D14)   Some references were out of the proper chronological timeline subtly affecting the quality of response. 

D15)   Unclear use of language and related problems led to a confusing answer diminishing the quality of analysis. 

D16)   Words were abbreviated which should not have been which did not reflect a formal response end product.  

 

Evidence Question Feedback:     Needs Work:           Satisfactory:                 Well Done:    

 

Final Evidence Question Score:              /10 

 

                             Initials of student for teacher’s reference: ___________ 
 

 


